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Business Challenge
In regulated manufacturing environments, compliance is often one of the most 
challenging and time-consuming tasks.  In addition to product and process 
compliance regulations, manufacturers are increasingly facing challenges 
with workforce compliance.  Employees have a growing list of licenses and 
certifications that are required to do their jobs.  Regulating bodies like the FDA, 
USDA, OSHA, and others ensure that goods and services, as well as the people 
who produce them, meet rigorous quality and safety standards. 

Non-compliance with workforce regulations can lead not only to fines from 
regulating bodies, but also to labor shortages and even unplanned production 
stoppages.  Tracking and managing workforce compliance is a crucial aspect of 
manufacturing in regulated industries. 

On average, manufacturers pay $19,564 
per employee per year to comply with 
federal regulations” 
-National Association of Manufacturers
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Workforce Management Excellence
CERDAAC Workforce Cloud automates workforce 
compliance management with an intelligent, connected 
solution.  Employee licenses, certifications, trainings, 
exposure limits, and more can be easily and securely 
managed with CERDAAC workforce cloud.  Complete 
with automated notifications, reminders, and escalations, 
CERDAAC ensures that employees are always in compliance 
with regulations. Purpose-built for highly regulated 
manufacturers, CERDAAC Workforce Cloud ensures 
compliance, improves quality, and minimizes production 
downtime.  Features include:

• Qualifications and training management

• License and certifications management

• Policy acknowledgments

• Incident reporting and tracking 

• Workforce non-conformance management

• Compliance meeting tracking and documentation

• Notifications and escalations for scheduled events

• Automated routing and approval of forms

• Comprehensive and searchable audit trails

• Robust and configurable dashboards and reporting
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Regulated Operations
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CERDAAC is a highly configurable regulated operations 
excellence platform that automates and coordinates 
calibration, maintenance, validations, and other processes 
to ensure compliance with greater efficiency and less 
downtime. Trusted by thousands of organizations worldwide, 
CERDAAC is purpose-built for highly regulated manufacturers 
who need to deliver high quality products and profits while 
meeting complex regulatory requirements.

•  Native cloud, managed by SIMCO, powered by Google

• Enterprise grade, scalable, and extensible

•  Easily tailored forms, notifications, workflows, reports

•  Purpose-built for highly regulated manufacturers

•  Pre-validated to comply with FDA 21 CFR part 11 

• Single, unified, intelligent system of record

• Seamless integration with other systems of record

• Supported by 300+ lean operations experts

Regulated Ops Excellence

CERDAAC is a connected suite of digital 
solutions to ensure compliance and 
maximize profitability

866-299-6029 
hello@simco.com

simco.com/software

Let’s talk about how 
CERDAAC can assist 

you on your operations 
and quality digital 

transformation journey 


